
 

 

CHARLIE COOK OF NEWPORT 

By Gareth Watkins 
 

Only bird on day in wales from Thurso 

2015 

 

Charlie with his blue cock, winner of 1st club 2nd 

Fed 2nd Combine Thurso. 

It’s everybody’s hope that one day they will 

win a long distance race. If, in winning that 

race the fancier records the only bird on the 

day from all of the entrants then that 

signifies the singular courage, commitment 

and conditioning of the winning pigeon 

concerned. This is exactly what 77 year old 

Newport fancier Charlie Cook achieved in 

the 2015 Thurso race, when the Welsh 

pigeons were released simultaneously, with 

pigeons from the West of England to face 

the near 500 mile journey home. 

Ray Strawbridge kindly provided the 

transport when I recently visited Charlie at 

his modest but extremely functional self-

built back garden loft to get the story of his 

winning pigeon.  This proved to be a 

yearling red cock bred from a cock 

containing Vandenabeele bloodlines gifted 

to Charlie by Dai Munkley of Cardiff and a 

Bruggemann hen gifted to Charlie bred by 

Ray Strawbridge from a combination of 

Ray’s and Gareth Watkins’s (yours truly) 

Bruggemanns. 

 

Charlie (r) with Ray and Evan Strawbridge. 

In 2014, as a young bird, he had 

approximately 6 races through to 200 miles 

before being set aside for 2015. This season 

he has been entered in six preparatory 

races through to 332 miles before being 

rested and jumped into the Thurso race at 

485 miles sent driving his hen to nest. He 

wasn’t intended to go to Thurso but as 

basketing day approached, the cock was 

roaring around the loft and the skies of the 

Pill area of Newport virtually telling Charlie 

to send him. The result was that he was 

clocked at 21.11 pm on the day following a 

6 am liberation, to be the only bird on the 

day into Wales to win 1st club and 1st Fed. 
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Not only did he beat every Welsh pigeon in 

the race, but he also beat the entry of West 

of England pigeons into the bargain, the 

first of which was clocked on the morning of 

the second day.  

 

Charlie outside his small back garden loft 

On handling, the pigeon proved to be just 

about medium sized with a really strong 

orange/ red eye and a full circle of eye sign. 

I would expect him to “breed the goods” in 

future years. As with all Charlie’s birds, he 

was mated in late February and allowed to 

rear a pair of Young birds before 

undergoing his pre-season training. 

This is the second occasion in recent years 

that one of Charlie’s pigeons has recorded 

an outstanding performance from Thurso, 

as a few years back his blue cock, bred by 

the late Peter Cane, finished at 1st club, 2nd 

Fed 2nd Combine from Thurso on the day, 

only beaten by a pigeon flying some 40 

miles less in yet another difficult race. This 

one proved to be a fine looking blue cock, 

just above medium size with an excellent 

breeder’s eye. I wasn’t surprised to learn 

that he has already bred some handy racers 

for Charlie. His sire is also a double winner 

from Thurso so it’s certainly in the blood. 

Charlie is a third generation pigeon fancier, 

as his father and grandfather before him 

also raced pigeons. The loft is self-built and 

measures some 14ft x 10ft. Almost the 

whole of the loft front, which faces north 

west, is covered in weld mesh ensuring 

superb ventilation. The interior of the loft is 

sectioned off into two sections for old bird 

racers and one for the young birds with a 

small 6ft x 4ft section for three pairs of 

stock birds at the front of one of the old 

bird sections. There is also a four foot by 

four foot central trapping section that gives 

access to all the other sections. 

A team of around 15 old bird racers are 

kept and from these and the modest stock 

team a team of just 20 to 30 young birds 

are reared annually. 

 

Charlie with the Thurso winner, only bird on day 

into Wales and the West of England. 

The racers are allowed their liberty twice 

daily to do as they please. As Charlie said 

“It’s no good me trying to force them to fly 

as they would only land on the high 

buildings that surround the loft”. 

Old birds are trained to 30 miles twice 

weekly on Dai Munkley’s transporter with 

the youngsters going two to three times 

each week depending on the weather. 
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The Gwent Greater Distance Club Marking 

station, self-built by Ray Strawbridge and others 

The normal practice is that once the birds 

have had their twice daily exercise periods 

they are fed in with a high carbohydrate 

mixture after morning exercise, followed by 

a good quality no maize young bird mixture 

in the evening. In addition to these hand 

fed mixtures, the racers also have access to 

farm beans 24/7. The beans are placed in 

an ingeniously designed homemade hopper 

which ensures that the birds can’t throw 

the beans around and so none are wasted. 

 

One of the old bird sections in Charlie’s loft. 

There you have it then the story of a gutsy 

yearling pigeon that flew from the northern 

most tip of Scotland to his home loft in 

South Wales, covering the 485 miles in 15 

hours and 11 minutes to be the only bird 

recorded on the day from the combined 

Welsh and English convoy. Congratulations 

Charlie on your pigeon’s terrific individual 

performance. 

Gareth Watkins 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 


